Medial prefrontal cortex is involved in spatial temporal order memory but not spatial recognition memory in tests relying on spontaneous exploration in rats.
The present study describes two novel tasks relying on spontaneous patterns of exploration in a radial-arm maze that can be used to assess spatial recognition memory and spatial temporal order memory (i.e. memory for the order in which places have been visited) in the rat. In the recognition memory task, rats were permitted to freely explore two arms in the maze on a first trial and one 'familiar' arm and one novelly located arm on a second trial 105 min later. In the temporal order memory task, rats were permitted to explore two arms in the maze on a first trial, two novel arms on a second trial 60 min later, and one 'older familiar' arm and one 'more recent familiar' arm on a third trial 45 min later. Using these tasks, we found that rats direct greater exploration at a novel than a familiar arm location, thus showing long-term spatial recognition memory, and at an older familiar arm than a more recent familiar arm, thus showing long-term spatial temporal order memory. Lidocaine inactivation of the mPFC prior to the final trial in each task disrupted performance on the temporal order but not the recognition memory task, thereby demonstrating a role for the mPFC in the retrieval and/or use of temporal order information but not in spatial memory per se. These findings highlight the specific involvement of the rat mPFC in temporal order memory and have important implications for a broader understanding of mPFC function.